
As the Local Government Designee for the City and County of Broomfield (Broomfield), 

Broomfield submits the following comments regarding the Acme Pad Form 2 and 2A Permits 

listed on Attachment A, filed by Crestone Natural Resources LLC (Crestone) with the Colorado 

Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (COGCC).Broomfield requests that the COGCC consider 

these comments because of the Acme Pad’s proximity to Broomfield residents.  

 

The development of the Acme Pad, near the jurisdictional boundary of Erie and Broomfield, 

creates shared impacts associated with traffic, spills, air quality, noise, emergency response and 

other issues. COGCC is responsible for ensuring that oil and gas development occurs in a 

manner consistent with the protection of public health, safety, and welfare, including protection 

of the environment and wildlife resources. C.R.S. §§ 34-60-102(1)(a), 34-60-106(2)(d); Martinez 

v. COGCC, 2017 COA 37 (Colo. App. 2017).  

 

As the COGCC has already approved Form 2 and 2A permits for 19 wells at the Livingston Well 

Pad, the Anthem subdivision in Broomfield is now surrounded on all sides by large scale oil and 

gas development. The Acme Pad is proposed for 30 wells and is one of the largest suburban well 

pads in Colorado in close proximity to thousands of residents. 

 

At the hearing provided to Adams County residents on the Extraction Interchange A B and 

Northwest A B pads, Commissioners of the COGCC put their concerns on the record regarding 

the inherent risk associated with oil and gas operations in such close proximity to suburban 

neighborhoods. Those concerns are as valid in this instance, and as such, the additional 

mitigation practices listed below should be applied and set forth on COGCC’s Form 2 and 2A 

permits as enforceable conditions. 

1.All best management practices included in the Operator Agreement with Erie should be 

conditions placed upon these permits.  

2.Many of the following Best Management Practices (BMPs) were included by the COGCC as 

conditions on the Extraction Form 2 2A permits recently approved for Broomfield well pads. 

Broomfield requests that the following BMPs be included as conditions on the Acme Pad Form 2 

and 2A permits as these BMPs will reduce impacts to both Broomfield and Erie citizens: 

a)Require electric equipment during drilling and production phases; 



b)Require Tier 4 engines if commonly available; 

c)Use quiet technology; 

d)No untreated water for dust suppression, avoid creating dust within 300 feet of the high water 

mark of water bodies south of the Acme Pad, submit SDS for dust suppression to emergency 

responders, and submit grading, drainage, dust mitigation and erosion plan to both the Erie and 

Broomfield Planning Divisions; 

e)Provide explanation of equipment repairs that take more than 48 hours and continuous pressure 

monitoring; 

f)Provide additional ambient air sampling as requested by Erie and Broomfield; 

g)Require air modeling of equipment proposed for the Acme Pad; 

h)Use berms capable of containing 1.5 times max volume of liquids + sufficient freeboard to 

prevent overflow; inspect berms quarterly; no potential ignition sources within berms unless 

enclosed or in accord with industry standards; construction requirements for secondary 

containment; for locations within 500 ft and upgradient of surface water body, use tertiary 

containment; 

i)Pressure test all flowlines other than low pressure lines; provide inspection pressure test, 

accident and safety records to Erie; record all flowlines and pipelines; 

j)Disclosure of all chemicals and CAS numbers prior to bringing onsite; no permanent storage of 

frac chemicals onsite; removal of chemicals within 30 days; 

k)Must anchor all equipment in accord with COGCC and FEMA rules; all buried guy lines must 

be physically marked; 

l)Notification prior to commencing each phase of drilling; 

m)Closed loop drilling; 

n)Prior to and following fracturing of any new well, conduct an assessment of all previously 

abandoned wells within 1/4 mile of projected track of borehole; 

o)Combustion devices with telemetry; 98% DRE required; no visible emissions during normal 

operations; auto-igniter; 

p)All new wells can be remotely shut in and operated AND surface safety valve must be tested 

quarterly; 



q)Report to Erie and Broomfield within 24 hours all accidents or events involving fire, explosion 

or detonation. Report must include cause, duration, volume, emergency response, etc. Follow up 

report required if event lasts more than 24 hours. 

u)Water quality monitoring plan required including baseline samples from all available water 

sources within 1/2 mile of well sites; post-stimulation samples collected 1 year, 3 years and 6 

years after production; City will provide water testing to water source owners within 1/2 mile of 

proposed borehole track; no field maintenance within 300 ft. of water body; all fueling over 

impervious material; notification of reportable spills and copy of any self-reporting submission 

to COGCC; 

r)Lighting plan required; lighting higher than a perimeter must be downward facing; 32 ft wall 

required during drilling and completion; 

s)No injection wells in Erie; 

t)Notify City of source of water used, upon request and will provide estimate of volumes to be 

used; 

u)Notification prior to commencing all drilling phases; 

v)Erie has right to inspect upon reasonable notice; operator must promptly address any 

compliance issues; 

w)Requirements to maintain area within 25 ft of tank or other structure containing flammable 

materials free of flammable materials; 

x)Must submit Erosion control report and plan and comply with Erie stormwater control rules; 

y)Increase general liability insurance coverage to $100,000 during construction, drilling, and 

completions phases and $25,000,000 thereafter and provide environmental liability insurance 

with limits of not less than $5,000,000; 

z)Must control odors; must prevent odors by proactively addressing, and to the extent possible, 

resolving complaints; must use filtration system or additives; no masking odors; 

aa)Must equip bradenhead access to annulus in order to allow for pressure and fluid monitoring; 

valves must remain exposed; 

bb)Variances require written approval; 

cc)Risk management plan required; and 

dd)Crestone to PA existing wells 



3)The Emergency Response Plan for the Acme Pad should address spill mitigation, evacuation 

plans and other operational details that could impact Broomfield citizens and should be 

coordinated with North Metro Fire Rescue District, Broomfield Police Department and all other 

affected jurisdictions 

4)The Traffic Management Plan should be detailed and take into account the existing traffic 

counts on WCR7, Sheridan Parkway, and SH 7 relevant to the traffic that the Acme Pad may 

generate and be completed in coordination with all affected jurisdictions.The following 

additional traffic related issues should be included as conditions: 

a)Consideration should be made for the time period that class 7 and higher classification of 

vehicles may affect peak hour time periods. Restriction of non-essential traffic to and from the 

well sites generally during the peak hours of 7-9 a.m. and 4-6 p.m. would help lessen the 

regional traffic impacts; 

b)Traffic control warning devices should be provided at the drilling access locations.This will 

help to alert motorists on roadways that trucks are turning. 

c)The truck routing plan should minimize the impacts to affected residential neighborhoods in 

the area. 

5)The project should include a stormwater and erosion control plan acceptable to all affected 

local governments. Implement and maintain BMPs to control stormwater runoff in a manner that 

minimizes erosion, transport of sediment offsite, and site degradation. Co-locate flowlines and/or 

gathering lines whenever feasible, and mitigate any erosion problems that arise due to the 

construction of any gathering lines. Stormwater BMPs should include a diversion ditch and berm 

with sediment traps and installation of wattles where necessary. 

6)Project should include continuous air emissions monitoring during all phases of operations, 

including drilling, completion and production. 

7)A requirement should be added that all storage tanks at the centralized hub will only contain 

stabilized liquids with no potential for flash emissions; if flash emissions are possible, tanks with 

at least 2 TPY of uncontrolled VOCs must be controlled as per Appendix A.3.E.i.u., and we 

would request a requirement that flash emissions be controlled at a 98% efficiency or better to 

minimize VOC emissions. Flash emissions occur when produced liquid is exposed to 

temperature increases or pressure decreases during the transfer from production separators (or 

similar sources) into atmospheric storage tanks. 



8)Air emission control requirements should be required for all equipment at the hub, as well as 

the well sites. 

9)Require that pipelines be in place to remove all oil, gas, and produced water from the drilling 

site prior to the Acme Pad going into production, to reduce air emissions and truck traffic. 

10)Permits should require compliance with COGCC noise standards for residential areas and 

include an enforceable threshold for noise emissions, to include dBA and dBC.  

11)Permits should require drilling rigs used during the Drilling Phase and all permanent 

production equipment, such as compressors, motors, and pump jacks, utilize electric line power 

in order to mitigate noise and reduce emissions. 

 

Attachment AForm 2ACOGCC#Public Comment End DateLocation 

NameSectionTownshipRangeCountyOperator40180967112/30/2018Acme 31H-

P168311N68WWELDCRESTONE PEAK RESOURCESForm 2COGCC#Public Comment End 

DateWell NameSectionTownshipRangeCountyOperator40176461112/06/2018Acme West 4O-

31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE PEAK RESOURCES40176460912/06/2018Acme West 

4N-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE PEAK RESOURCES40176460812/06/2018Acme 

West 4M-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE PEAK 

RESOURCES40176460712/06/2018Acme West 4L-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES40176460612/06/2018Acme West 4K-31H-

P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE PEAK RESOURCES40176460312/06/2018Acme West 4J-

31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE PEAK RESOURCES40176460212/06/2018Acme West 

4I-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE PEAK RESOURCES40176458212/06/2018Acme 

West 4H-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE PEAK 

RESOURCES40176459912/06/2018Acme West 4G-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES40176459812/06/2018Acme West 4F-31H-

P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE PEAK RESOURCES40176459612/06/2018Acme West 4E-

31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE PEAK RESOURCES40176459312/06/2018Acme West 

4D-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE PEAK RESOURCES40176459212/06/2018Acme 

West 4C-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE PEAK 

RESOURCES40176459112/06/2018Acme West 4B-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES40177121912/06/2018Acme 4O-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES40177121712/06/2018Acme 4N-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES40177121612/06/2018Acme 4M-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES40177121512/06/2018Acme 4L-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES40177121412/06/2018Acme 4K-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES40177121312/05/2018Acme 4J-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES40177121212/05/2018Acme 4I-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES40177121112/05/2018Acme 4H-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES40177120812/05/2018Acme 4G-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES40177120712/05/2018Acme 4F-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES40177120612/05/2018Acme 4E-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES40177120112/05/2018Acme 4B-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 



PEAK RESOURCES40177120012/05/2018Acme 4A-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES40177120512/05/2018Acme 4D-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES40177120312/05/2018Acme 4C-31H-P168311N68WWeldCRESTONE 

PEAK RESOURCES 


